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Let 7? be a commutative ring, and E an 7?-module. For each £^1, we

define the ideal ap(E) to be the annihilator of the pth exterior product of E

(denoted by A" E), and ap(E) is called the pth invariant factor of E. If £ is a

finitely generated 7?-module, then Ap £ = 0 (or «,,(£) =7?) for all but a finite

number of p, and the largest integer p for which l\p £^0 is called the exterior

rank of £ (denoted by ext rank £).

The fact that the invariant factors of a module give some insight into the

structure of the module(2) is shown in §1, where we prove

Theorem A. Let Rbe a local domain, and E a finitely generated R-module.

If ap(E) is a principal ideal for all p, then £ = @pR/ap(E) (direct sum).

By investigating some of the properties of «,(£), where s = ext rank £, we

obtain, in §3, proofs of the following two theorems:

Theorem B. Let R be a noetherian ring(3), and E a finitely generated R-

module. If the dimension of the R/m vector space £/m£ 75 the same for each

maximal ideal m in R, and if r denotes the radical of R, then E/xE is R/x-

projective. If R/x is a domain, then this sufficient condition is also necessary.

Theorem C. If R is a local domain, E a finitely generated R-module, and

p a prime ideal in R such that £/p£ is R/p-free and Ep is R^-free, then E is R-

free.

In §3 we consider another ideal, ß(E), associated with an 7?-module £,

and indicate its connection with the invariant factors «p(£). We also indicate

how ß(E) may be used to give an alternate proof to Theorem C.

1. Proof of Theorem A. In this section, we are assuming that 7? is a local

ring, and that £ is a finitely generated 7?-module. We recall that if

xi, • ■ • , xn is a basis for £/m£ over R/m (where m is the maximal ideal of 7?),

then xi, • • ■ , x„ is a minimal generating set of £ over 7? if x, in £ represents

the coset of XiEE/mE. Moreover, since Ap £/m£ is the same whether con-
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sidered as an P-module or an P/m-module, we know that Ap E/mE^O for

Qúpún, and A" E/mE = 0 for p>n. From the fact that A" E->i\r E/mE is

an epimorphism for each p, we conclude that A" E^O for O^p^re; clearly

Ap £ = 0 for p>n. Thus for local rings, ext rank £ = dimfi/m £/m£.

The foregoing remarks make the computation of an(E) rather easy, if

re = ext rank E. For let

(1) 0-»JT-+F-»£-*0

be an exact sequence of P-modules with F free of rank n = ext rank E. Let

y\, • ' • , Vn be a basis of F, and zi, • • • , zm a set of generators for K. If

Zi= y^AuVi, then an(E) is the ideal generated by the c,y.

Using these preliminary observations, we can now prove the following

lemma.

Lemma 1.1. Let R be a local domain, and E a finitely generated R-module of

exterior rank re. If an(E) is a principal ideal, then £«P/an(£) ©73'.

Proof. Let an(E) = (e) and let the a,-y be the coefficients arising from the

exact sequence (1). Since an(E) is generated by the d,y, and since any gener-

ating set for a module over a local ring contains a minimal generating set,

we may assume that (an) = (e) and, for convenience, we shall assume that

ßii = e.

Setting aa = a'ij€, with a'n= 1, let yi =yi+ ¿Z%2 aiy^y- Then y{, y2, • • • , yn

is a basis for F, and z\ = ey{. Let F' be the submodule of F generated by

y2, ■ ■ ■ , yn, and K' = KC\F'. It is easy to see that K = (zi) @K', so that

£=p/2i: = P/(e)©P'/7¡:'.
The proof of Theorem A proceeds by induction on ext rank E, the case

of ext rank £=1 being trivial. If re = ext rank £, and if we assume that all the

invariant factors of £ are principal, then Lemma 1.1 tells us that E = R/an(E)

©£', and all we need show is that ext rank £' = « — 1 and «„(£') =ap(E) for

p<n. Clearly ext rank £' = re — 1. To see that av(E) =ap(E') for p <n, we use

the fact that A" £ «£/«„(£) <g> A""1 £'©A* £', so that ap(E) =ap(E')

r\ann(R/an(E)®A^1 £'). Now an(E')=R, and an(E) C («„(£), a„-i(£'))

Cann(P/an(£) ® A""1 £') = Pnann(P/an(£) oA"-1 £') =«„(£). Therefore

we must have a„_i(£') C an(E). But then using a„_i(£) = a„_i(£')

Hann(P/an(£) ® A"-2 £') we see that a„_i(£') =an_i(£). Proceeding in this

way, and using the relation of ap(E') Ean-iE' Ean(E) for all p, we obtain

ap(E')=ap(E) for p<n. Hence we have completed the inductive step and

Theorem A is proved.

2. The ideal a(E). Let R be a commutative ring and £ a finitely generated

P-module. For each maximal ideal m in P, the dimension of the P/m vector

space E/mE (notation: dim(£/m£)) is less than or equal to the least number

of elements necessary to generate £ over P. Thus the set of integers dim (£/m£)

is bounded where m runs through all maximal ideals m in £. We call the least
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upper bound of this set the residual rank of £ (notation: res rank £).

An elementary but useful remark on the residual rank of a module is the

following:

Lemma 2A. A maximal ideal m in R contains the annihilator of E if and

only if E/mE ^ 0. Therefore E = 0if and only if E/mE = Ofor all maximal ideals

m in R. Thus E has residual rank zero if and only if E = 0.

Proof. Let m be a maximal ideal in 7?. It follows from the usual properties

of rings of quotients, that £/m£ = £m/m7?m(£m). Now £ is a finitely gener-

ated 7c-module and therefore Em is a finitely generated 7?m-module. Since

m7?m is the radical of 7?m, it follows from Nakayama's lemma that (m7?m)£m

— Em if and only if £m = 0. Appealing once more to the fact that £ is a finitely

generated 7?-module, we have that £m = 0 if and only if m does not contain

the annihilator of £. The lemma is now easily established.

If 5 is the exterior rank of £, then we denote the annihilator of A* £ by

«(£), (i.e. «(£)=«,(£)).

Proposition 2.2. For a finitely generated R-module E we have,

(a) The ext rank £ = res rank £,

(b) for a maximal ideal in, the dim(£/m£) =ext rank £ if and only if m

contains «(£).

Proof. If we denote the exterior algebra of £ over 7? by £«(£), it is well

known that R/a®B&R(E) = 8Ä/a(£/a£) for any ideal a in 7?, (see [3, V,

Theorem 52]). Now for a maximal ideal m in 7?, it is well known that

dim(£/m£)=ext rank £/m£. Since 7?/m®Sfi(£) =SÄ/m(£/m£), we have

that the ext rank £ ^ res rank £.

Suppose 5 = ext rank £. Then A8£?^0 and is a finitely generated 7?-

module. Therefore applying Lemma 2.1, we know that for some maximal

ideal m in 7?, we have 7?/m®A»£^0. But 7?/m®A"£ = A" £/m£, which

shows that the dim(£/m£) = s. Therefore the ext rank £ = res rank £.

Part (b) of the proposition also follows immediately from Lemma 2.1 in

a similar manner.

In the next few propositions we establish some of the basic properties of

a(E) in the case that 7? is a local ring, i.e. 7? has only one maximal ideal.

The first part of the following proposition has already been discussed in

§1. However, we include the entire statement for the sake of completeness.

Proposition 2.3. Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal m and E a

finitely generated R-module. Then A" £«£/«(£) and £ is free if and only if

a(£) = 0.

Proof. Let w = dim(£/m£) where m is the maximal ideal in 7?. Let

Xi, • • • , x„ be elements in £ whose images in E/mE are a basis for the R/m

vector space E/mE. Then by Nakayama's lemma we have that x\, • • • , x„
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generate £. Let F be a free P-module with basis yi, • • • , yn and define the

epimorphism /: F-^E by /(y¿)=x¿. Then / induces an epimorphism 8(7)

-*S(£). Therefore we have that An E = R/a(E).

If £ is free, then Xi, • ■ • , x„ are a basis for £ over P (see [2, VIII,

Theorem 6.2]) and therefore A"£«P which means that a(£)=0. On the

other hand if £ is not free then some multiple of one of the x¿ can be written

as a linear combination of the others. Let us say that rxi = 2"-2 ry*y with

r^O. Since the Xy are linearly independent mod m, we have that r is in m.

Now XiA • - - Ax„ generates A" £ and

r(xi A • • • A Xn) =

( £ rixi ) A x2 A • • • A Xn = ¿Z r¡(xj A x2 A • • • A xK) = 0,
\ y-2       / y=2

since each x¡f\x2/\ ■ • • /\xn = 0 for j>l. Therefore we have a(E)^0.

Corollary 2.4. Let Rbe a local ring with maximal ideal m and E a finitely

generated R-module. Then an ideal a in R contains a(E) if and only if E/aE

is R/a-free.

Proof. Let a be an ideal in P. Then £Ä/a(£/a£) =P/u<8> £#(£). Since the

exterior rank of £ and E/aE are the same, let us say re, we have that

A" E/aE~R/a®A" E = R/a®R/a(E) = R/(a, a(E)). Now by Proposition 2.3
we know that £/a£ is P/a-free if and only if R/(a, a(E)) «P/u. It therefore

follows that E/aE is P/a-free if and only if aZ)a(E).

3. Proof of Theorems B and C. Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem

B we establish the following proposition from which the theorem will follow

easily.

Proposition 3.1. Let E be a finitely generated R-module (R not necessarily

local). Then for each ideal b^)a(E) we have that E/bE is R/b-ftat.

Proof. Suppose the ideal b in P contains a(E). To show that E/bE is

P/b-flat it suffices to show that Torf/b (E/bE, C) =0 for all P/b-modules C.

Now if we show that for each maximal ideal m D b we have that

(P/b)m®«Torf/b(£/b£, C)=ToriB/f"m((£/b£)ra, Cm)=0, then it will follow

that Torf b(E/bE, C) =0 and we will be done (see [2, VII, Exercises 10 and

ll]). This will certainly be the case if we show that for each maximal ideal

nOb we have that (£/b£)m is (P/b)m-free, which is what we now proceed

to do.

Suppose the ext rank £ = re. Then if mZ)bZ)a(E) we have by Lemma 2.1

that dim(£/m£) = «. Now Pm®SÄ(£) = SÄm(£m) (see [3; V, Theorem 52]).

Also the fact that £ is a finitely generated P-module tells us that £b(£) is a

finitely generated P-module. Therefore we have that a(E)m is the annihilator

of Rm®AnE = AnEm since a(E) is the annihilator of A" £ (see [l, Lemma
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2.6]). Because ÍO«(£) we have that f>mD«(£)m and thus by Corollary 2.4

we have that (£/b£)m = £m/(bm)£m is (7?/b)m-free.

Corollary 3.2. Let R be a ring and let x be its radical. If E is a finitely

generated R-module such that dim(£/m£) is the same for all maximal ideals m

in R, then E/xE is R/x-flat.

Proof. Since the dimension of £/m£ is independent of m we have by

Proposition 2.2, that each maximal ideal nO«(£). Since the intersection of

the maximal ideals is r, we have that a(E) Ct. The corollary now follows from

Proposition 2.1.

Now if we add to Corollary 3.2 the hypothesis that R is noetherian we

have the hypothesis of the first part of Theorem B. Since over a noetherian

ring a finitely generated flat-module is projective (see [2, VI, Example 3]),

we have established the first part of Theorem B. Now suppose R = R/x is

a noetherian domain, and £ is a finitely generated 7?-module such that

£ = £/r£ is 7?-projective. Then for every maximal ideal m in 7?, we have that

En is free Tî^-module (m = m/r) having a basis with d'imK(K®s E) elements,

where K is the quotient field of R. Since £/m£~E¿;/(m7í¿;)£m, we have that

dim £/m£ = rank of the free Tî^-module £- which is independent of the

maximal ideal m that was chosen. This completes the proof of Theorem B.

We now come to the proof of Theorem C. By Proposition 2.3, it suffices to

show that a(£)=0. Now since we are given that £/p£ is 7?/p-free, we see

from Corollary 2.4 that p contains «(£). Furthermore, from the facts that

7?t,®Ap£«Ap£p and that for any finitely generated 7?-module M the anni-

hilator of Mf is the extension to 7?? of the annihilator of 717, we see that if

a(£)=an(£), then a„(Ef) = a(E) • Rp. Thus, since «(£) is contained in p,

a(E)Rp^Rp, so that a„(£p) t^R*. However, the number of generators of £p

over Rp does not exceed that of £ over 7?, so we may conclude that an(Ep)

= «(£„).

But by the hypotheses of Theorem C, Et is 7?p-free, and so from Proposi-

tion 2.3 we conclude that a(£p) =0. But «(£p) =«(£) ■7?p = 0, and since 7? is

a domain, «(£) =0. Hence £ is 7?-free.

4. The ideal ß(E). Let 7? be an arbitrary commutative ring and £ an

arbitrary 7?-module. Define ß(E) to be the intersection of all the annihilators

of the modules Extß(£, C) as C runs through all 73-modules. Clearly ß(E) = 7?

if and only if £ is 7?-projective. It is well known that x is in ß(E) if and only

if given any epimorphism /: P—>£ there is a homomorphism g: E—*P such

that f g is multiplication by x. For the sake of completeness we sketch a proof

of this fact.

Clearly if the map E—*XE (multiplication by x) can be factored through

a projective module, then x Ext^(£, C)=0 for any module C. On the other

hand suppose x Ext1(£, C) =0 for any 7?-module C. Let 0—»C7—>P—>£—»0 be

an exact sequence of 7?-modules. Then we get a commutative diagram,
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Hom(£, P) -+ Hom(£, E) -» Ext^P, C)

|x I x [x

Hom(£, P) -> Hom(£, £) -> Ext^P, C)

with exact rows. Now the endomorphism of £ which is multiplication by x

is the image of the identity map in Hom(£, E) under the multiplication by x.

Since x-Ext^P, Q = 0, we have by usual diagram chasing that multiplication

by x in Hom(£, £) comes from Hom(£, P), which shows that the map

£—>*£ can be factored through P as desired. It is this latter description of

ß(E) that we shall use throughout the rest of this note.

Proposition 4.1. Let R be a domain and E a finitely generated R-module.

If ap(E) ¿¿0, then xp is in ap(E) for each x in ß(E). Therefore ß(E) is contained

in the radical of ap(E) if aP(E) ¿¿0.

Proof. Let /: F—>E be an epimorphism with F a finitely generated free

P-module. Since x is in ß(E) we know that there is a homomorphism g: £—>P

such that fg:E—>£ is multiplication by x. Therefore we have induced

A* g: A* E->Ap Fand Ap/: Ap P->Ap£ such that Ap/(Apg)=Ap (fg): A" £
—»Ap £. Since fg is multiplication by x it follows that Ap (fg) is multiplication

by xp. But by hypothesis ap(E) ?¿0 which means that Ap £ has a nontrivial

annihilator. Since Ap 7 is a free P-module we have that Ap g: Ap £—>AP F is

the zero map, from which it follows that multiplication by xp applied to

Ap £ is the zero map, i.e. xp is in ap(E).

Let/: P-+E be an epimorphism where P is P-projective. Then we have a

map /*: Homs(£, P)—>Homs(£, £) and we have a ring homomorphism

t: R—»HomB(E, £) where /(x) = multiplication by x. We claim that x is in

ß(E) if and only if t(x) is in Im/*. Now t(x) is in Im/* if and only if t(x) can

be factored through P, i.e. if and only if there is a g: E-^>P such that/g = i(x).

It is clear that if t(x) can be factored through P, then x is in ß(E). On the

other hand if x is in ß(E) it can be factored through P since it can be factored

through any module mapped onto £.

Now if we assume that P is noetherian, £ is finitely generated, we can

choose a finitely generated projective module P which maps onto £. Since £

is finitely generated and P is noetherian, we have that Rp ®r HomÄ(£, C)

~rlomRi(Ep, Cp) for all prime ideals p in P. From this fact and the description

of ß(E) given above, it follows that ß(E)p = ß(Ev). Since a module £ is projec-

tive if and only if ß(E)=R we have,

Proposition 4.2. If Ris a noetherian ring and E is a finitely generated R-

module, then a prime ideal p contains ß(E) if and only if Ep is not Rrfree.

We can now give an alternate proof of Theorem C. Let P be a noetherian,

local domain and £ a finitely generated P-module. If p is a prime ideal such
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that £/p£ is E/p-free, then p contains «(£). Now if a(£)^0, then /3(E) is

contained in the radical of a(E) and therefore p contains /3(E). But that means

that Ep is not Ep-free (see Proposition 4.2). Therefore if E/p£ is E/p-free and

£p is Ep-free, then a(£) = 0 and therefore by Proposition 2.3 £ is E-free,

which establishes Theorem C.
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